INITIATIVES & STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING INDUSTRY INSTITUTE INTERACTION

ORGANISED BY:-

INDUSTRY INSTITUTE INTERACTION CELL, SOS, ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, GURU GHASIDAS VISHWAVIDYALAYA BILASPUR, CHHATISGARH

RESOURCE PERSONS

PROF. PRADEEP KUMAR MISHRA,
HONOURABLE VICE CHANCELLOR,
JHARKHAND UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
JHARKHAND, RANCHI

Mr. Alok Kumar Tripathi,
Additional General Manager (L&D) & Sr Faculty, NTPC, Sipat

DR. SAURABH SINHA
(GENERAL MANAGER, HRD, SAIL, BHILAI)

SEPTEMBER 15, 2021
AT 11:30 AM

JOIN THROUGH
https://meet.google.com/dmz-tsdw-pyk
ORGANISING COMMITTEE

CHIEF PATRON

PROF. ALOK KUMAR CHAKRAWAL, HONOURABLE VICE CHANCELLOR, GURU GHASIDAS VISHWAVIDYALAYA, BILASPUR, C.G.

PATRON

PROF. SHAILENDRA KUMAR REGISTRAR
GURU GHASIDAS VISHWAVIDYALAYA BILASPUR, C.G.

CONVENER

PROF. T.V ARJUNAN
DEAN, SOS ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, GGV BILASPUR, C.G.

ORGANIZING SECRETARY

MR. GANESH P. SHUKLA
COORDINATOR, INDUSTRY INSTITUTE INTERACTION CELL, SOS, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY, GGV, BILASPUR, C.G.

TEAM

MR. NISHANT BEHAR (DEPT. OF CSE.)

DR. AMIT JAIN (DEPT. OF CHEMICAL ENGG.)

MR. SEHELL AHAMED (DEPT. OF IT.)

MR. NITIN KUMAR SAHU (DEPT. OF IPE.)

MR. DEEPAK KUMAR RATHORE (DEPT. OF ECE.)

MR. PRAKHAR MODI (DEPT. OF CIVIL)

MR. BUSHAN SINGH GAUTAM (DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGG.)